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Whether you're running Access, MySQL, SQL Server, Oracle, or PostgreSQL, this book will help
you push the limits of traditional SQL to squeeze data effectively from your database. The book
offers 100 hacks -- unique tips and tools -- that bring you the knowledge of experts who apply what
they know in the real world to help you take full advantage of the expressive power of SQL. You'll
find practical techniques to address complex data manipulation problems. Learn how to:Wrangle
data in the most efficient way possibleAggregate and organize your data for meaningful and
accurate reportingMake the most of subqueries, joins, and unionsStay on top of the performance of
your queries and the server that runs themAvoid common SQL security pitfalls, including the
dreaded SQL injection attackLet SQL Hacks serve as your toolbox for digging up and manipulating
data. If you love to tinker and optimize, SQL is the perfect technology and SQL Hacks is the
must-have book for you.
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Two problems:1. Huge quantity of typos and writing and technical errors.2. It's definitely not
"hacking" anything. At best (if it were corrected and proofread) it would be a typical cookbook: a
number of loosely connected fragments of code for all kinds of potential scenarios. That's not bad,
btw! But hacking it isn't. The word 'hacking' brings to mind an image of a Mad Genius as it were, but
this book has absolutely nothing at this level. It's pretty much hum-drum SQL programming -- and I
can see how it could be quite useful btw -- provided it didn't have so many egregious errors and

typos. Snafus start right from the beginnning, and are at times mind boggling.The book does have a
lot of stuff, most of which is useful -- or rather it would be if you weren't afraid it's got errors in it. You
can try of course, you can proofread this book yourself: and, paradoxically, this will be good
learning. But personally, when it comes to technical books, I prefer to be able to trust that they're
competent and well done, rather than play an amateur editor and try to fix it as I read it.My
recommendation: there's tons of similar stuff, so begin by looking for something else; if still
interested, get the book into your hands and read a bit. See if you like it, see if you see errors, see if
they bother you. In other words, do not buy this book sight inseen -- chances are high you will be
disappointed. I regret that I didn't send this book back; YMMV of course.Good
luck.----------Examples:1. Hack 11, p. 37. The goal is, I quote, "to show the date on which each
customer purchased the most _totalitems_" [a tableful of data shown with columns "customer",
"whn" [when, that is], and "totalitems"].

This book is a collection of 100 different hacks, ranging from the simple to the complex. Each hack
involves a specific problem that you may have already seen before, but perhaps tackled in a way
you wouldn't have considered. Where it is impossible to phrase a statement that is acceptable to all
of MySQL, SQL Server, Oracle, and PostgreSQL, a form is used that is acceptable to at least two of
the four. As MySQL is a relative newcomer, its designers have been able to build in compatibility
with many of its competitors. For that reason, MySQL is usually one of the two systems that will
accept the statement unchanged. That explains why most of the examples use the MySQL
command-line utility. The MySQL examples are based around the version 5.0 release. However,
many examples will work with the 4.2 release. Note that some hacks involve features such as
referential integrity and transaction isolation, and these are implemented only for InnoDB tables and
not for MyISAM tables.The examples also work for Microsoft SQL Server 2005. The SQL Server
2000 version is good enough for all but those examples that use the RANK( ) function. PostgreSQL
and Oracle users should have no problem using this book, and most of the hacks will run
unchanged on both systems. Oracle has many so additional features that optimizations are not
mentioned. There is also plenty here for Access users, but none of the required variations are
mentioned for that database. The following is the table of contents:Chapter 1, SQL Fundamentals This is a gentle introduction to running SQL from the command line and programs. It also touches
on simple SQL constructs. Even if you are already comfortable with SQL, you may find the flexibility
of the SQL shown to be surprising and instructive.Hack 1.
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